
Why do I read 
Deleuze?



I have been: 

Conservative / philosopher / hippy / 
anarchist / drag queen / black turtle 

neck smoker/ lighting director / digital 
nerd / Professor



I now would rather 
become, thanks to...

Bergson movement (change) / Whitehead process / 
everything is image in motion



GILLES DELEUZE  
(1925-1995)

• Bergsonism (1966)

• Logic of sense (1969) 

• Rhizome (1976)

• Thousand plateaus (1980)

• Logic of sensation (1981)

• The movement-image. Cinema 1 (1983)

• The time-image. Cinema 2 (1985) 

• What is philosophy? (1991)



And a little bird and a wasp



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPbWJPsBPdA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJ32_ijdmLo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPbWJPsBPdA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJ32_ijdmLo




Dichotomischer“ Baum des menschlichen Wissens in Band 1 der Encyclopédie „Rhizomatische“ Verweisstruktur zwischen Webseiten

Übereinandergeschüttete Ingwerrhizome − ein Geflecht ohne „Stamm“
Rhizom einer Graspflanze

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhizom_%28Philosophie%29

Rhizome

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encyclop%C3%A9die
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhizom_%28Philosophie%29


Why did it take me so 
long to find it and what 

did I do before?



Books /films
Antiquity plays


H. Balzac


Shakespear


H. Fichte


F. Dostojevski


L. Tolstoi


H. Hesse

Dziga Vertov


Godard


Lars von Trier


Peter Greenaway




I. Kant (aesthetics)


G.F. Hegel (phenomenology)


E. Husserl (Ideas)


H.N. Castaneda (guise 
theory)


D. Lewis (possible world)


N. Goodmann (ways of 
world making


Metaphors


Leibniz (Monads)


Self-consciousness


M. Bense (information)


C.S.Pierce (semiotics)


K. Marx (capital)

• Van Gogh


• Kandinsky


• J. Johns


• Cezanne 


• Picasso


• Nake


• Bad 19th century american art


• Art Nouvo


• Postmodern architecture


• Jawlensky


• P. DeMarinis







Studied

Freiburg (philosophy)


Hamburg (literature)


Heidelberg (philosophy)


Bremen (art science)



Learning art history in 
London

Tate Gallery / National Gallery



4 years Multimedia 

Enough of the ivy tower


Dotcom bubble 2000


Late night and pizza service


Federal bank Germany


Siemens Headquarter


TV documentaries (BBC)



Chercher la famme -  
I.e. Writing a PhD 





Conferences: Talking about my 
ideas and meeting like minded 

people
Banff, Canada


London


NYC


San Francisco


Berlin


Shanghai



Scientific and project 
coordinator





Becoming a Professor

I don’t want to go to Texas! 

And my wife doesn’t like Germany any more….



Things I don’t understand

Representation 

Figure 

Monotheism 

Beauty 

Violence



What I would like to 
understand:

Folding 

Process 

Connection 

Motion 

Sensation 

Immanence 



















Should I curate an exhibition?



Artists I would like to know better:

Ben	Rubin	and	Mark	hansen 

Bill	Fontana	

Bruce	Naumann	

Camille	Utterback 

Cy	Twombly	

Dan	Graham	

David	Hall	

David	Rockeby	

Don	Ritter	

Donald	Judd	

Douglas	Gordon	

Eduardo	Kac	

Fischli	&	Weiss	

Maurizio	Bolognini 

Knowbotic	Research	

Krzysztof	Wodiczko 

La	Monte	Young	

Leif	Inge	

Luc	Ferrari	

Luigi	Fontana	

Lynn	Hershmann 

Making	THINGS	public	

Manfred	Mohr	

Marie-Jo	Lafontaine 

Mark	Amerika	

Mark	Tansey	

Frieder	Nake	

Gary	Hill	

Gene	Youngblood	

Gerhard	Richter 

Gustav	Metzger	

Guy	Debord	

Iannis	Xenakis	

Jasper	Jones	

Jean-Luc	Godard	

Jenny	Holzer	

Jim	Campbell	

Jodi.org	

John	Cage	

Ken	Goldberg	

Nybble	Engine	

Paul	DeMarinis	

Paul	Sermon	

Peter	Greenaway	

Richard	Kriesche	

Richard	Serra	

Roy	Ascott	

Samuel	Beckett	

Schmelzdahin 

Sol	Lewitt	

Tony	Oursler	

Toshio	Iwai	

Vasily	Kandinsky		

Yves	Klein	

http://www.earstudio.com/projects/listeningpost.html


Finding Deleuze













Learning from students







How Art History 
Changed my Perception

Dr. phil. Christoph Klütsch 
Prof. Art History 
SCAD Lacoste



“… the project Deleuze had long had of opening 

philosophy up to artist-thought (la pensée-artiste) 

and of aesthetically intensifying its system of 

interpretation in order to let in its own outside”

Alliez, Éric. 2013. “Ontology of the Diagram and Biopolitics of Philosophy. A Research Programme on Transdisciplinarity.” Deleuze Studies 7 (2): 217–30. doi:10.3366/dls.2013.0103. 



Connoisseur



Chantilly outside of Paris



A. KIRCHER 
1602 – 1680



3 roots of art history



Erwin Panofsky 
(1892-1968)

• Primary or Natural Subject Matter: The most basic level of 
understanding, this strata consists of perception of the work’s 
pure form. 

• Secondary or Conventional subject matter: This strata goes a 
step further and brings to the equation cultural and iconographic 
knowledge. 

• Intrinsic Meaning or Content: This level takes into account 
personal, technical, and cultural history into the understanding of 
a work. It looks at art not as an isolated incident, but as the 
product of a historical environment. … Essentially, this last strata 
is a synthesis; it's the art historian asking "what does it all mean?"

Panofsky, Erwin. Studies in Iconology: Humanistic Themes in the Art of the Renaissance. New York: Harper & Row, 1972. pp. 5-9.



Heinrich Wölfflin 
(1864-1945)

•    1. From linear (draughstmanly, plastic, relating to contour in projected ideation of objects) to painterly 
(malerisch: tactile, observing patches or systems of relative light and of non-local colour within shade, making 
shadow and light integral and supercedent to contours as fixed boundaries.) 

•    2. From plane to recession: (from the 'Will to the plane', which orders the picture in strata parallel to the picture 
plane, to planes made inapparent by emphasising the forward and backward relations and engaging the spectator 
in recessions.) 

•    3. From closed (tectonic) form to open (a-tectonic) form (The closed or tectonic form is the composition which 
is a self-contained entity which everywhere points back to itself, the typical form of ceremonial style as the 
revelation of law, generally within predominantly vertical and horizontal oppositions; the open or atectonic form 
compresses energies and angles or lines of motion which everywhere reach out beyond the composition, and 
override the horizontal and vertical structure, though naturally bound together by hidden rules which allow the 
composition to be self-contained.) 

•    4. From multiplicity to unity: ('Classic art achieves its unity by making the parts independent as free members, 
and the baroque abolishes the uniform independence of the parts in favour of a more unified total motive. In the 
former case, co-ordination of the accents; in the latter, subordination.' The multiple details of the former are each 
uniquely contemplated: the multiplicity of the latter serves to diminish the dominance of line, and to enhance the 
unification of the multifarious whole.) 

•    5. From absolute clarity to relative clarity of the subject: (i.e. from exhaustive revelation of the form of the 
subject, to a pictorial representation which deliberately evades objective clearness in order to deliver a perfect 
rendering of information or pictorial appearance obtained by other painterly means. In this way instead of the 
subject being presented as if arranged for contemplation, it avoids this effect and thereby escapes ever being 
exhausted in contemplation.)



Aby Warburg  
(1866-1922)

Aby M. Warburg, «Mnemosyne-Atlas», 1924 – 1929 
Mnemosyne-Atlas, Boards of the Rembrandt-Exhibition, 1926 | Photography 





Imaginary Museum



André Malraux
1901-1976

The Imaginary Museum of World Sculpture 1952-4



But… wait a minute



Art Market and 
Ideology













Kosuth

Signified

Sign

Interpretant



Magritte

Fact Sentence

thought



DeMarinis

Written text

SpeechLogos





Vincent Van Gogh, Old shoes with laces. 1886

A quick history of representation through shoes

Rene Magritte (1898 –1967)  
Le Modele Rouge 1935 

(translation: "The Red Model") 
depicts feet that morph into 

lace-up shoes.

Erika Rothenberg Shoe Story (1993)

Duchamp, Marcel, 1887-1968 
Not a Shoe (1950) 

Spoerri, Daniel, 1930- As mentioned, shoes are not an issue for me (1991) bread 
dough and shoe 28 x 30 x 30 cm



Perception



Jeffrey Shaw - Golden Calf 
1994

http://www.jeffrey-shaw.net/html_main/frameset-works.php

http://www.jeffrey-shaw.net/html_main/frameset-works.php








How about time?







Mysteries of the Medium
Firebirds (2004)
Oracular flames kept captive within birdcages recite 
speeches of some political leaders of the twentieth century. 
Gas flames, suitably modulated by electrical fields can be 
made to act as omnidirectional loudspeakers of surprising 
clarity and amplitude.

Gray Matter (1995)
Interactive electrified objects that produce 

sound and sensation when stroked with the 
hand.

http://www.stanford.edu/~demarini/exhibitions.htm

The Edison Effect (1989-1993)
Ancient phonograph records, wax cylinders and holograms are 
scanned with lasers to produce music at once familiar and distant, 
like some faintly remembered melody running through the head.

http://www.stanford.edu/~demarini/exhibitions.htm




http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-6942779200855342283#

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-6942779200855342283#


http://yin.arts.uci.edu/~studio/resources/175/marey.html

http://yin.arts.uci.edu/~studio/resources/175/marey.html


White lives on speakers



Yoshimasa Kato and Yuichi Ito  
White lives on speakers 2006

http://www.wlos.jp/

The theme of our work is sculpture made 
through sound. The method of this work is 
a white liquid jumping on a speaker. This 
liquid is potato starch dissolved in water. 

A lot of shapes can be observed via 
stimulation of the starch. This piece has 
two modes of excitation: one is with a 

constant frequency applied in sound. The 
second is by using the changing 

frequencies of the viewer's brain waves, 
especially interactive when using alpha 

and beta waves. In some ways, our work is 
influenced by the idea of brainwave-

modulated in Tarkovsi's SOLARIS.

http://www.wlos.jp




Can I bridge concepts, 
time, algorithm, experience 
and the notion of duration?





Fritz Kahn 
"Der Mensch als Industriepalast" 

(Man as Industrial Palace) 
(1926)



Stuttgart 1965 
Max Bense

Generative grammar 
Chomsky 1965

Kandinsky 1926 
point line plane

Michael Noll 
Mondrian 1965

Frieder Nake 1965 
generative aesthetics





Origin

















Deleuze



http://dsc.discovery.com/videos/life-vogelkop-bowerbirds-display-treasures.html

http://dsc.discovery.com/videos/life-vogelkop-bowerbirds-display-treasures.html




The house of art





Affect and thought



The logic of sensation











FIGURAL: 
RENÉ MAGRITTE - FRANCIS BACON 

MICHELE FOUCAULT - GILLES DELEUZE

Ar#st: 'BACON,'Francis ''
Ar#st'Life#me: '190991992 ''
Na#onality/Culture: 'Irish ''
Title: 'Triptych ''
Date: '1970 ''
Period: '20th'Century ''
Sub'Period: ' ''
Region: ' ''
Loca#on: ' ''
Category: 'Pain#ng ''
Subject'or'Object'type: 'Abstract ''
Materials: 'oil'on'canvas;'three'panels ''
Dimensions:'218.2'x'551.6'cm.'overall''
Repository: 'Na#onal'Gallery'of'Australia,'Canberra,'Australia ''





This is the ‘book of philosophy’ which we no longer propose 
to replace with another form of expression and a new style – as 
Deleuze famously puts it in the preface to Difference and 
Repetition: ‘The time is coming when it will hardly be possible 
to write a book of philosophy as it has been done for so long: 
“Ah! the old style . . . ”’ (Deleuze 1994: xxi). Instead, we 
oppose to it another regime of production which incorporates 
the ‘book of philosophy’ into the material milieu by plugging it 
into the mechanic conditions of reality of the most external and 
the most internal of forces. The diagram names this process 
where signs flush with material flows – and whose cutting edges 
of creation are ontologically affirmed and analytically assisted – 
turn back on philosophy’s reterritorialisation onto the concept, 
at the very same moment that philosophy absolutely 
deterritorialises capital by suppressing it as an internal limit

Alliez, Éric. 2013. “Ontology of the Diagram and Biopolitics of Philosophy. A Research 
Programme on Transdisciplinarity.” Deleuze Studies 7 (2): 217–30. doi:10.3366/dls.2013.0103. 











http://dsc.discovery.com/videos/life-vogelkop-bowerbirds-display-treasures.html

http://dsc.discovery.com/videos/life-vogelkop-bowerbirds-display-treasures.html


 Fold

Can force fold so as to be self-action, the 
affect of self by self, such that the outside in 
itself constitutes a coextensive inside? 

(Deleuze - Foldings or the insight of thought p. 332)



“the diagram cannot be used to represent an 
objectivised world; on the contrary it organises a 
new type of reality. . . . The diagram is not a 
science, it is always a matter of politics. It is not a 
subject of history, nor does it survey history from 
above. It makes history by unmaking its previous 
realities and significations, constituting so many 
cutting edges of emergence or of creationism, of 
unexpected conjunctions, of improbable 
continua.“ (Deleuze 1975: 1223; Eric Alliez 
emphasis)

Alliez, Éric. 2013. “Ontology of the Diagram and Biopolitics of Philosophy. A Research 
Programme on Transdisciplinarity.” Deleuze Studies 7 (2): 217–30. doi:10.3366/dls.2013.0103. 



Plane of Immanence





x





Foldings







Kulturlandschaft: 
A cultural landscape, as defined 

by the World Heritage Committee, 
is the "cultural properties [that] 

represent the combined works of 
nature and of man."



The three categories extracted from the Committee's 
Operational Guidelines, are as follows: 

   1.) "a landscape designed and created 
intentionally by man" 

    2.) an "organically evolved landscape" which may 
be a "relict (or fossil) landscape" or a "continuing 
landscape" 

   3.) an "associative cultural landscape" which may 
be valued because of the "religious, artistic or 
cultural associations of the natural element"



The “Kulturlandschaft”

• Is this a place a higher power made for us? 

• Are we locked in History? 

• Are we on the path to transcendental 
consciousness?



What is the relation between 
human and nature?

• A battle? 

• Harmony? 

• A feedback loop? 

• A fold? 

• A rhizome? 

• A body without organs?







http://www.ubu.com/aspen/aspen5and6/fontana.html 

http://www.ubu.com/aspen/aspen5and6/fontana.html




How I learned to love diagrams 
Prof. Dr. Christoph Klütsch 

SCAD



Algorithmic art





FRIEDER NAKE

Zufälliger Polygonzug 13/9/1965 Nr. 7  40x40cm Rechteckschraffuren 2/9/1965

“Each painter is a restricted picture generator. So is each picture generating computer 
program.  At all times, artists have applied the same method most computer programs 
employ: they tried to vary a theme as often as possible in order to attain a 'best' (in 
their judgment) object. This method became particularly important in recent years 

with Bauhaus, concrete art, New Tendencies, etc.“ (Nake 1969)







Maurizio Bolognini: Computer sigillati (Sealed Computers), Installation 
(programmed computers), 1992-2004. Computer sigillati are machines 
(more than 200 since1992) which have been programmed to produce 

unlimited streams of random images and are then left to work indefinitely 
without monitors. a) Museum of Contemporary Art, Villa Croce, Genova.

http://www.bolognini.org/lectures/GA04.htm

http://www.bolognini.org/lectures/GA04.htm





